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Manage network performance by focusing on the user 
experience of key applications

GFI Exinda NetworkOrchestrator was architected to address a new set of problems facing 

network managers. The solution empowers IT to ensure reliable performance for network 

dependent applications, reduce the impact of non-strategic internet traffic, and diagnose and 

resolve network problems quickly.

See your network from the user’s perspective

Real-time network monitoring lets you understand how well your organization’s business-critical applications are 

performing. Easy-to-use dashboards help you identify network use, traffic bottlenecks, and problem areas by 

drilling down to layer 7 by application, user, device, and location. Cut complaints and boost satisfaction by solving 

network and application issues before they happen.

Control network traffic and applications

Identify your sanctioned and most important applications as well as unsanctioned applications that may be 

stealing your bandwidth. Prioritize how and when specific users, applications, and web sites can consume 

bandwidth on your network. Draw on a library of pre-built reports designed to address the most important 

problems network managers face. Model and interact with data to better understand the health of your network.

Improve application performance

Ensure your key business applications—whether on-premise or in the cloud—always deliver the experience users 

expect. Use data acceleration and caching capabilities to guarantee business applications always perform at their 

best. Stay one step ahead with the Exinda Recommendation Engine. By studying network patterns and trends 

Exinda can automatically make suggestions to repair issues and improve network performance.

The six-in-one appliance

Exinda NetworkOrchestrator was engineered from the ground up to help network managers meet 

rising user expectations for network and application performance. Unlike traditional WAN 

solutions that address application performance in silos, the solution takes an integrated approach 

offering diagnostics, shaping, and acceleration in a single, easy to use suite.

Learn more

https://www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-management-solutions/exinda-networkorchestrator


Real-time monitoring

Monitor the health of your network in real time. Gain insight into how 

your strategic applications are performing and the amount of 

bandwidth being consumed by all users, applications, locations, and 

devices across the network.

Policy-based shaping

Prioritize how and when users, applications, and web sites can 

consume bandwidth on your network. Integration with Active 

Directory means you can control bandwidth usage by network 

location, users, and departmental groups.

Interactive analytics

Analyze and inspect application traffic at layer 7 to troubleshoot issues 

when they arise. Model and interact with data to better understand the 

health of your network. Intuitive dashboards help you visualize 

network activities for all users, applications, devices, and locations.

Application acceleration

Ensure your key business applications always deliver the experience 

users expect, whether they are on premise or in the cloud. 

Acceleration and caching capabilities can guarantee business 

applications always perform at their best.

Purpose-built reports

Take advantage of a complete library of reports designed to address 

the most important problems network managers face. View a 

catalogue of reports for WAN planning, application performance, 

network governance, and critical IT projects.

Real time monitoring

Interactive analytics

Purpose built reports

Predictive recommendations

Discover business-impacting problems before they occur by using Exinda’s recommendation engine. The solution 

studies patterns and trends in the network and automatically makes suggestions to repair issues and improve 

network performance.

GFI Exinda CoPilot

GFI Exinda CoPilot is an intelligent bandwidth management tool powered by GenAI. It proactively 

predicts bandwidth and application usage, allowing for dynamic bandwidth allocation using real-

time data. Beyond just tracking application usage, CoPilot provides comprehensive traffic insights, 

capturing application performance and broader network behavior.
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